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the new deal constitutional revolution: law, politics, or ... - the new deal constitutional revolution: law,
politics, or what? mark tushnett rethinking the new deal court. barry cushman. oxford university press, 1998.
pp viii, 308. scholars accounting for developments in legal doctrine can be divided roughly into two groups.
externalists describe develop- grassroots originalism: rethinking the politics of ... - grassroots
originalism: rethinking the politics of judicial philosophy mary ziegler ... rethinking the politics of judicial
philosophy, 51u. louisville l. rev.201 (2012), ... political leaders, judges, and lawyers have cultivated popular
support for originalism. in one account, legal academics, politicians, and judges have rethinking judicial
minimalism: abortion politics, party ... - rethinking judicial minimalism: abortion politics, party
polarization, and the consequences of ... words, assuming that there is a constitutional right to abortion, 4. ...
blue-state politics where one political coalition or the other dominates state political discourse on divisive
social issues. 13. rethinking political bargaining: policymaking with a ... - this model has implications for
constitutional and statu-tory rules regarding bargaining: it can be applied to presidential appoint-ments,
legislation, citizen initiatives, vetoes and ﬁlibusters (e.g., krehbiel’s pivotal politics model), and term limits. ...
bargaining should be made. rethinking political bargaining. rethinking political ... princeton university
department of politics - princeton university . department of politics . reading list for ph.d. general
examination in . ... constitutional politics in the progressive era . ken i. kersch, constructing civil liberties ...
rethinking the new deal court. risa goluboff, the lost promise of civil rights. paradoxes of constitutional
politics in the post-soviet space - paradoxes of constitutional politics in the post-soviet space anna
fruhstorfer* constitutional politics in autocratic and hybrid regimes has be-come an increasingly popular topic
in political-science research. the amendment of constitutions in countries with democratic deficits is a
commonly identified-----although rarely empirically addressed----- rethinking the personal and the
political: feminist ... - rethinking the personal and the political: feminist activism and civic engagement
theresa man ling lee hypatia, volume 22, number 4, fall 2007, pp. 163-179 (article) ... constitutional politics
from the “‘high’ politics” of political elites to one that involved average women (dobrowolsky 1998, 740).
against this achievement, ... constitutional change in the 21st century: a new debate ... - constitutional
change in the 21st century: a new debate over the spending power, 34 queen's l.j. 375 (2008) ... political
representation to the fore and raise issues about the appropriate role of federal ... rethinking the politics of
social policy post-charlottetown" (2003) 12 const. forum const. 77. 4. sujit choudhry, jean-frangois gaudreault
... overcoming the politics of reform: the story of the 1999 ... - overcoming the politics of reform: the
story of the 1999 cherokee nation of oklahoma constitutional convention ... patterns of political representation
and methods for ... engaged in a fundamental rethinking over how to balance entrenched, western institutions
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